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Several Gay Marriage Ban Protesters Arrested in
Clashes With Police in California
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LAPD Officer Jason Lee said the
marchers were mostly peaceful in
the demonstration against
Proposition 8 that began Wednesday
night in West Hollywood and
continued into Thursday morning.
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Seven people were arrested
Thursday during ongoing
protests in Los Angeles and
San Francisco against
California's passage of a ban
on gay marriage.
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Nov. 5: Protesters march on the Sunset Strip during a 'No on Prop
8' rally in West Hollywood, Calif.

Four people were taken into custody
at the intersection of Hollywood and
Highland when they tried to cross a
line of officers.
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Police: Mobster James 'Whitey'
Bulger Arrested in California

She said that one deputy had minor injuries when he was hit by a car as he prepared to close an
intersection before protesters arrived.

2

Illinois Teen Dies Trying Save
Dog From Being Put Down

Demonstrators marched Wednesday night through West Hollywood, Hollywood and Santa Monica.
Several stopped at busy intersections and blocked traffic, prompting police intervention.

3

Is 'Sugar Daddying' Prostitution,
or Just Extreme Gifting?

An additional group of about 500 protesters gathered near CNN's Los Angeles bureau, where they
were seen banging on the doors and walls.

4

Florida Couple Arrested for
Allegedly Having Sex on Beach in
Front of Children

Two more protesters were arrested in West Hollywood for disturbing the peace and another for
public drunkenness, according to Sheriff's Sgt. Kristin Aloma.
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The demonstrations caused the Los Angeles Police
Department to declare a tactical alert — one requiring
all available officers, including some from other
precincts, to respond.

5

Southwest Suspended Pilot After
Radio Rant

Television cameras showed one protester jumping on
top of a police car at the intersection of Hollywood and
Highland avenues. He was quickly wrestled to the

ground by police and handcuffed.
Click for additional video coverage at MyFOXLA.com
In San Francisco, hundreds gathered Wednesday night on the steps of City Hall to protest
approval of the ban.
Demonstrators held candles and carried signs that read "We All Deserve the Freedom to Marry" as
part of the event, sponsored by groups opposed to Proposition 8.
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San Francisco Mayor Gavin Newsom expressed
frustration with the ban, but said he is hopeful it will be

Do High-Speed Rails Make Economic Sense?

overturned in court.
The loss was a political defeat for Newsom, who's been one of the most prominent advocates of
same-sex marriage. However, he believed the effect on his gubernatorial aspirations is "trivial" and
"irrelevant."

Challenges Facing U.S. Companies in Iraq
More America's Infrastructure

City attorneys of Los Angeles and San Francisco, along with the American Civil Liberties Union,
filed requests for the state Supreme Court to overturn the gay marriage ban on Wednesday.

ADVERTISEMENT

Meg Waters, part of the Yes on 8 campaign team, told City News Service, "gay and lesbian
couples have exactly the same protections under the law with civil unions."
"Marriage has been defined as a man and woman since time began," Waters said. "The people of
California have voted twice, so I think the best thing to do is for everybody involved to figure out a
way to move forward."
Waters said she understands "how gays and lesbians may feel concerned about this."
"If they stop and look at the situation, they have the exact same legal protections and rights under
the law today they had yesterday," Waters said.
"You can't change the definition of something that existed forever because you don't like it."
The Yes on 8 campaign has "a great deal of compassion for gay and lesbian couples and support
completely their right to live as they choose, whether it's in a committed relationship and a
domestic partnership or however they choose," Waters said.
"We don't believe that Proposition 8 hinders that at all," Waters said. "We're hoping very much to
rebuild bridges to that community at some point."
The Associated Press contributed to this report.
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Same-sex marriage rallies stretch across nation - CNN.com
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Same-sex marriage rallies
stretch across nation

STORY HIGHLIGHTS
Same-sex marriage supporters to gather in hundreds of cities across U.S.
They are protesting new bans in California, Arizona and Florida
Los Angeles organizers expect 40,000 to 100,000 people
Next Article in U.S. »

READ

VIDEO

PHOTOS

(CNN) -- More than a week after voters in California, Arizona and Florida passed ballot initiatives outlawing
same-sex marriage, thousands of people across the country protested the bans in simultaneous rallies
Saturday.
"What do we want?" chanted some on
Washington's National Mall, some carrying
rainbow-colored signs. "Equal rights," others
answered.
"When do we want it?"
"Now!"
In New York, protesters in lower Manhattan stood
behind barricades, holding signs.

Supporters of same-sex marriage rally in San Francisco,
California, on Saturday.
more photos »

not a civil rights issue. It is an issue with morality."
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In Los Angeles, thousands of demonstrators were
met by counter-demonstrators.
"There is nothing civil about a man marrying
another man," one protester yelled. "You lost. It is

Watch both sides argue issue of same-sex marriage »
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Meanwhile, those protesting the bans chanted, "Gay, straight, black, white; marriage is a civil right."

Don't Miss
Powder, complaint add to
Proposition 8 tensions
Judge opens door for same-sex
marriage in Connecticut
Same-sex union
supporters take to
California streets

"We will come out tomorrow in numbers this world has not yet seen,"
said Amy Balliett, the co-founder of JoinTheImpact.com, in a news
release posted on the Web site Friday. See iReporters'
experiences in cities nationwide
JoinTheImpact.com, which organized the rallies,was established three
days after Election Day, when the three states passed the ballot
initiatives.

"Rain or shine, our community will take to the streets to get the word out
that equality is a human right and one that we will not stop working toward until it's afforded to all citizens,"
said Willow Witte, the other JoinTheImpact.com founder and organizer.
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In California, the initiative, Proposition 8, overturned a May ruling by the California Supreme Court that struck
down a 2000 ban on same-sex unions. It passed 52.5 percent to 47.5 percent.

more options »

Protests have been since held in several California cities, including in San Francisco, Palm Springs and Long
Beach. Watch demonstrators rally in San Diego
"It's incredibly inspiring to see people from every walk of life,
background, race, religion, creed, gathering here today to really send a
powerful and purposeful and peaceful statement to the world," Jonathan
Weber, who helped organize the event, said in Los Angeles.

Stories you may be interested in based on past
browsing

"We have a very powerful message that's supported by a variety of people," he said. "The truth is, we are
making a big difference in this issue right now. We're making tremendous progress in reaching out to hearts
and minds of people across the country and gaining support from all walks of life."
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killings to be arraigned

E-mail to a friend

|

Mixx it | Share

CNN's Ted Rowlands and Susan Candiotti contributed to this report.

Suit against Facebook founder dropped

Bulger, one of FBI's most wanted
fugitive, is captured
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Outrage and anguish over the passage of
Proposition 8 has spurred massive street
protests throughout California, and leaders
of the gay and lesbian community believe the
backlash could spark an unprecedented
nationwide push for gay rights.
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Today, same-sex marriage supporters have
planned simultaneous protests throughout California
and in all 50 states, as well as cities in Canada,

England and Australia.
It's a never-before-seen response, surpassing in size and scope even the 1969 Stonewall
riots, which started the modern gay rights movement after New York City police raided
a Greenwich Village gay bar.
"This is unprecedented and very significant, and we must not allow it to be a fleeting
moment of screaming and yelling," said longtime activist Cleve Jones. He is calling for
seven weeks of sustained protest and civil disobedience to force federal action on a host
of gay-rights issues, calling the state-by-state pursuit of rights a "failed strategy."
"This has got to be made real," he said.
So far, the protests are being organized not by the large and established gay-rights
organizations, but largely by individuals spreading the word via the Internet and cell
phones.
The backlash after Tuesday's vote has been enormous and wide-reaching. People and
businesses have become targets of blacklists and boycotts. Two temples of the Mormon
church, which advocated for the marriage ban, received letters containing a white
powder, though the FBI determined the substance was not toxic and do not know who
sent them.
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(Photo)
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FROM OUR HOMEPAGE

The Human Rights Campaign, the nation's largest gay-rights organization, on Friday
published a list of donors to the pro-Prop. 8 campaign.

What's next
What course the response ultimately takes remains to be seen. This uprising so far lacks
clear leadership. The gay and lesbian community in San Francisco has called a town
hall meeting for next week to begin to formulate a plan of action. Whatever their
decision, the next step is likely to be something beyond California's borders.
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years.
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"People around the country were watching this very closely," said Kellan Baker, a
Washington, D.C., resident who is organizing today's protest there. "For Californians to
go to the ballot box to strip people of civil rights they had been enjoying is, I guess, the
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last straw."
Stephen Vaisey, a UC Berkeley assistant professor of sociology, said he believes the
response from supporters of same-sex marriage shows they did not really believe the
ban would pass. Vaisey said he is closely watching the response and said it could be the
first stage of a larger movement - but that depends on protesters.

Bronstein: I was duped

Ex-intern lied to former Chronicle editor about
immigration status.
Comments & Replies (190)

Ex-Chron intern: I'm here illegally

"For that, you need to get beyond some of the stuff that is happening," he said. "If the
focus is a religious group that is not going to change its doctrine and has no power over
public policy, then what you get is a backlash, not a movement."

Individuals targeted
The boycotts and blacklists are affecting not only the political faces behind the Prop. 8
campaign, but also individual supporters.
Phillip Fletcher, a Palo Alto dentist who donated $1,000 to the campaign, is featured
prominently on a Web site listing donors targeted for boycott. He said two of his
patients already have left over the donation. On Sunday, protesters were outside the
Mormon church he attends, and he said they were cursing at adults and children who
came for the service.

Warriors draft gems, duds

Their 5 best picks, 5 biggest disasters since
1985. Hello, Todd Fuller! Photos | Mock | 5
hopefuls

"I'm not sure if it's so much equal rights or if they are trying to silence, threaten and
intimidate a group of people," Fletcher said.
SOFTWARE

Mormons decry protests

ARCHITECT Company Star
Analytics

On Friday, the Mormon church's top leaders, known as the First Presidency, officially
responded to the fallout from the vote. In a statement, they said, "These are not actions
that are worthy of the democratic ideals of our nation. The end of a free and fair
election should not be the beginning of a hostile response in America."

More Jobs »

The campaign behind Prop. 8 is not planning any sort of counterprotest, and leaders of
the campaign said they are frustrated by the aggressive response they have seen since
election day.

4 More Years?

"The election is over. There was a full and high-profile discussion of the issue and
voters turned out in record numbers to decide it," said Andrew Pugno, general counsel
for the Yes on 8 campaign.
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What could get opponents of same-sex marriage in the street, however, would be the
state Supreme Court tossing out the vote, he said. San Francisco city officials, joined by
the city of Los Angeles and Santa Clara and Los Angeles counties, have petitioned the
court to do just that.
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"I think you'll have a revolution on your hands at that point," Pugno said.
Whether it gets to that point, some people on both sides believe the debate on the issue
should be over.
Dan Savage, who is editorial director of the Seattle weekly the Stranger and who has
written extensively on same-sex marriage, said he believes it's no longer acceptable for
people to support some rights for gays and lesbians but not marriage.
"To borrow a phrase, either you're with us or you're against us," Savage said.
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Cities around the state and country expect gay-rights protests today. Here are the
planned protests in the Bay Area. All events will occur at city hall buildings from 10:30
a.m. to noon unless otherwise noted.
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At Mormon Temple, a Protest Over Prop 8 - NYTimes.com
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Thousands of protesters marched to Columbus Circle from the Church of Jesus Christ of Latterday Saints temple at 125 Columbus Avenue on Wednesday evening to protest the church’s
support of Proposition 8, which banned same-sex marriage in California. (Photo: Rob Bennett
for The New York Times)

Thousands of people gathered in front of the Upper West Side temple of the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints on Wednesday evening to protest
the Mormon church’s support for Proposition 8, which outlawed same-sex
marriage in California last week.
Those at the front of the march held a banner proclaiming “God Loves Gay
Marriage.” There were chants demanding equality and signs with slogans like
“Would Jesus spend tax-free dollars to support hate and injustice?”
Some in the crowd said they simply wanted to take a public stance in support
of friends or relatives. Others said they were also motivated by anger over the
idea that a religious institution would use the ballot process in what they saw
as an attempt to impose religious values in a democracy based on separation
of church and state.
Riding on a Segway at the front of the march was Christopher Harrison, 47,
from Hell’s Kitchen, who said he was a fifth-generation Mormon but
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At Mormon Temple, a Protest Over Prop 8 - NYTimes.com

disagreed with the church on the matter of same-sex marriage.

Case 2:09-cv-00058-MCE -DAD Document 248-1

“It is time to promote love,” he said. “If they want to call themselves
Christians, they have to do as Christians are supposed to do.”
The crowd started gathering on sidewalks around 6 p.m. outside the temple,
which opened in 2004, on Columbus Avenue at West 65th Street. Police
officers with metal barricades and news vans with satellites were also present,
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said the group had negotiated with police commanders at the scene and
reached an agreement that because of the size of the assembly, the crowd
would be permitted to march in the roadway for about six blocks, until
reaching Columbus Circle.
Similar demonstrations to denounce Proposition 8, as the measure was
called, have been held in the last week in California cities like Long Beach,
Los Angeles and San Francisco, and in Salt Lake City, where the Mormon
church is based.
After the measure for a constitutional amendment banning same sexmarriages in California was placed on the ballot, the church played an
important part in the Proposition 8 coalition and urged its members to
donate time and money — by some estimates, more than $20 million — to
helping get the amendment passed. (The church itself did not give money to
the backers of Proposition 8.)
California had permitted same-sex marriages since May, when the State
Supreme Court there ruled that the ban on the unions was unconstitutional.
Phone calls to the Mormon church in New York on Thursday morning were
not answered. In the past, church leaders have asked that people debate the
issue with civility. The Mormon church was one of several denominations
that proposed in 2006 that Congress amend the Constitution to prevent
same-sex marriage; marriage has long been a matter for the states.
As the marchers reached Columbus Circle, its members spread across a wide
plaza and into a lane of traffic on 59th Street. For a brief time, police officers
deployed orange netting to separate the crowd from the cars.
Some in the crowd echoed a criticism that has been made by Mormons
themselves — that the Latter-day Saints, of all religious groups, should be
tolerant of nontraditional forms of marriage, given that the early Mormons
were persecuted for polygamy (a practice the church renounced in 1890).
Standing near the entrance to Central Park, Lindsey Dixon, 26, a public
school teacher from City Island, held aloft a placard with a reference to the
church’s charismatic founder that read: “Joseph Smith had 28 wives. Why
can’t I have one?”

intent on containing students’ online
personas and use of social media, the
Dwight School on the Upper West Side is
trying to set them free.
1
On a Broadway Stage and Under
the Gaze of a Star
In the Schools: A chance for young
students to sing and strut their stuff on
a Broadway stage.
2
More From In the Schools »

Comments of the moment
“ Please, do not let the cycle-maniac
Commissioner of Transportation turn 4th Ave.
into a cluttered, dangerous obstacle course by
turning it over to the cyclists like she did Kent
Ave. in Williamsburg. One of the beauties of of
any wide, straight avenue is its spaciousness, its
breadth.”
— Emerson
Planners Want to 'Enliven' Fourth Avenue in Brooklyn

“ My choice to not have children is an eminently
happy one. I wouldn't want life any other way.”
— Peter
Complaint Box | I Don't Have Kids. Deal With It.

“ It's 1am some Saturday night and my friend and
I grab a bagel at H&H. With hot bagels and a
package of cream cheese (no knife), we park on
a bench in the meridian of Broadway. A guy
comes over, sits next to us and starts a soliloquy
regarding superior bagel establishments on the
UWS. Say what you will about the bagels: No
other NY bagel sparks that kind of discourse
along Broadway at 1am.”
— William B.
For Upper West Siders, an End to H & H's Steaming Hot
Bagels

“ The parents in Districts 2 and 3 all share
information on how to get test prep for their 4year-olds. It's either G&T or private school if
you can afford it nowadays.”
— F Urtgo
More Preschoolers Test as Gifted, Even as Diversity
Imbalance Persists

Hawk Cam: Baby Grows

“We should be given equal rights,” she said. “I pay taxes. I served four years
in the military.”
Nearby, Mitchell Stout, 41, an actor from the Upper West Side, said, “We
want to have the freedom and liberty to express our love for our partners the
same way every American has.”
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While I think LDS support of prop 8 is unchristian and
reprehensible, I don’t think it is fair to bother folks t their
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Why can’t a church, made up of ordinary citizens, support
a ballot measure? How can a church be a church if it
doesn’t openly and proudly oppose immorality in all its
forms. So, if you believe that homosexuality is not
immoral and that gays should have the right to be called
“married,” how much different are you than the people
who don’t believe that. Its a belief. You vote on belief and
conviction. I’ve never been so proud to be LDS, or
Mormon, than I am now. We were part, not the cause, of
an historic election in which we believe that we voted for
morality.
I feel any church has every right to support ballots which
are fundamentally morality based. Churches keep morality
alive in America.
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Same-sex marriage backers hit Capitol,
churches
John Wildermuth,Demian Bulwa, Chronicle Staff Writers
Monday, November 10, 2008

More...

The backlash against the state's new ban on gay and lesbian
marriage intensified over the weekend, with thousands of
people gathering around the Bay Area and California during
mostly peaceful protests.
Supporters of same-sex marriage questioned whether they had done enough before Tuesday's vote on Proposition
8 and expressed hope that it would be tossed out by the state Supreme Court. They also promised to take the
issue back to the ballot.
<<Related story: Catholics, Mormons allied to pass Prop. 8.>>
About 2,500 people gathered on the Capitol steps Sunday afternoon after a noisy, three-hour rally against the
marriage ban. About 400 assembled outside Oakland's Mormon Temple, forcing Highway Patrol officers to
temporarily close two Highway 13 ramps to protect the marchers.
"I didn't see it coming," said Joe West, who traveled from San Francisco for the Sacramento demonstration. "It
was like a punch in the gut. We worked so hard to bring change in this election, and then this happens."
"If I'd known if was going to be so close, I would have made more phone calls," added Brendan Bishop of
Sacramento.
The weekend of protests started Friday evening in San Francisco when about 1,000 people gathered, some
clogging rush-hour traffic. The state's largest event was held in San Diego with about 10,000 protesters Saturday.
On Sunday, hundreds gathered outside Saddleback Church in Lake Forest (Orange County), an evangelical
megachurch that had pushed for the ban, which was approved by 52 percent of voters.
Covering state capitol steps
At the Sacramento protest, the crowd covered the Capitol steps and spilled into the surrounding park. Dozens of
rainbow gay pride banners waved, along with hundreds of the blue and white "Vote No on Prop. 8" signs left over
from the campaign.
There were hundreds more homemade signs, broadcasting the feelings of those left shocked and disappointed by
the election results. "Hatred is Not a Family Value," one said. "Love Will Prevail," another added. "I'm
Embarrassed to be a Californian," a third read.
Opponents of the same-sex marriage ban have filed a challenge to the new constitutional amendment with the
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same-sex marriage ban can't be overturned by a simple ballot measure.
Republican Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger, an opponent of Prop. 8, expressed support for the court challenge on
CNN's "Late Edition" Sunday, calling the measure's passage "unfortunate."
"But it is not the end because I think this will go back into the courts," the governor said. "It's the same as in the
1948 (California) case when blacks and whites were not allowed to marry. This falls into the same category."
Supporters of Prop. 8 argue that the legal challenge is little more than a desperate attempt to overturn the will of
California voters.
It's more than that, said Dennis Mangers, a former Orange County legislator who will take over next month as
chief of staff to state Sen. Darrell Steinberg, D-Sacramento.
"It's very clear we're not going to take no for an answer," said Mangers, who married his longtime partner this
year. "If necessary, we'll go back to the ballot ... and give the voters of California another chance."
In Oakland, the loud and peaceful protest outside the Mormon Temple included dozens of gay and lesbian
couples whose marriages are in limbo. They said they wanted to openly display their anguish to people who
pushed to ban same-sex marriage.
Inside the gates of the huge temple, church officials asked protesters to accept the will of the voters. But the anger
over Prop. 8 only seems to be growing.
"I don't think people thought it was going to pass," said Carrie Blanche, 52, an Alameda schoolteacher who got
married Oct. 29.
Blanche and others said they were focusing anger on the church because of its endorsement of Prop. 8 and the
subsequent rush of campaign donations by members.
Some of those who gathered advocated for a boycott of travel to Utah, the home of the Mormon church, and of
Mormon-owned businesses.
Mormons feel singled out
Tim DeBenedictis, a protest organizer from San Francisco, said the actions were warranted, even though he noted
that some Mormons support same-sex marriage and not all Utah residents are church members. "To affect large
social change, you have to make difficult decisions," he said.
A spokesman for the church, which moved some of its services to other locations Sunday because of the protest,
said Mormons have been unfairly singled out.
"We don't normally get involved in anything political," said Don Eaton, who directs public affairs for the church
in most of the Bay Area. "However, on certain things that are considered moral issues, we do get involved."
Eaton said calls for boycotts amounted to discrimination and doubted such a strategy would be tolerated if it was
aimed at another major religion. "We're an easy target," he said.
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"Kiss-in" Protest Held near Mormon Temple
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(AP) About 100 people gathered near the Mormon church's downtown temple to stage a "kiss-in"
protesting the treatment of two gay men who were detained by security guards on a plaza owned
by the church and later cited by police for trespassing.
Matt Aune said he and his partner, Derek Jones, were confronted by guards after they hugged
and kissed on the plaza.
Former Salt Lake City Councilwoman Deeda Seed helped organize Sunday's kiss-in, which
occurred on public property.

Most Popular on
CBSNews.com
Stories

more »

01 Two teens play "Let It Be" on violin and cello

The Salt Lake Tribune reported on its Web site that heterosexual and gay couples exchanged
small kisses and pecks at the plaza's south entrance, which faces downtown. Church security was
present, but the Deseret News of Salt Lake City reported on its Web site that no altercations
occurred.

02 "Jackass" star Ryan Dunn's passenger identified

The church has been the target of protests over its support of a ban on gay marriage in California.

05 Casey Anthony jailmate may testify in murder trial

Aune said he and his partner, Jones, were walking home from a concert nearby on Thursday
night, cutting through the plaza near the Salt Lake City Mormon temple.

Videos

Aune, 28, said he gave Jones, 25, a hug and kiss and that the two were then approached by a
security guard, who asked them to leave, telling them they were being inappropriate and that
public displays of affection aren't allowed on the property. He said other guards arrived and the
men were handcuffed.

02 Evening News Online, 06.21.11

03 The most unusual crash involving two motorcycles
04 "Lost" actor marries 16-year-old girlfriend

more »

01 Ryan Dunn of "Jackass" dead at 34

03 Summer Solstice at Stonehenge
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Church spokeswoman Kim Farah said in a statement Friday that the men were "politely asked to
stop engaging in inappropriate behavior - just as any other couple would have been."
"They became argumentative and used profanity and refused to leave the property," she said. The
church did not immediately respond to a request for more comment.
Police later arrived and both men were cited with misdemeanor trespassing, Salt Lake City Police
Sgt. Robin Snyder said.
"It doesn't matter what they were asked to leave for," Snyder said. "If they are asked to leave and
don't they are ... trespassing."
© 2009 The Associated Press. All Rights Reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten, or redistributed.
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Kiss-in protest is held outside Mormon
Temple
By

2 a.m., July 23, 2009

SAN DIEGO: About 30 people
attended a “kiss-in” last night outside
the tall white gates of the Mormon
Temple in University City.
The kiss-in, a peaceful demonstration
organized by a national lesbian, gay,
bisexual and transgender civil rights
organization, was intended to
encourage dialogue between the Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints and
gay activists, organizers said.
The event came on the heels of the
recent arrest by Mormon church
security guards of a gay couple when
they exchanged a kiss on Main Street
Plaza in Salt Lake City, Utah.

Most Popular »

Jim Brady (left) and Brian Costley kissed last night in
front of the Mormon Temple in University City. About 30
people attended a &#8220;kiss-in&#8221; protest of the
arrest of a gay couple in Salt Lake City. (Peggy Peattie /
Union-Tribune)
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Of those gathered outside the temple, five gay couples engaged in a series of kisses during the 1½hour event, which began at 5 p.m. There were no counterprotesters.
One gay couple held a sign that said “Gays do love Mormons.” In November, dozens of people
gathered at the temple gates to protest the passage of Proposition 8, which banned same-sex
marriage.
The passage has been credited in part to a coalition of Mormons, Roman Catholics and evangelical
Christians who poured tens of millions of dollars into the campaign. —A.M.
Underperforming schools will get stimulus funds
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Anger over gay marriage vote directed
at Mormons
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By Eric Gorski, Associated Press
DENVER — Supporters of gay marriage,
frustrated over a ballot-box defeat in
California, have channeled much of their
anger toward the towering white spires of
Mormon temples.

Enlarge

By Mary Altaffer, AP

Demonstrators march on a Mormon temple in New
York on Wednesday to speak out against the Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints for its role in the
passage of California's Proposition 8, which bans gay
marriage.
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For months, the Mormon church sought to
portray itself as just one member of a coalition of Catholics,
evangelicals, black Protestants and others supporting
Proposition 8, a measure to stop gay marriage in California.

FAITH & REASON: 'A Democrat who rejects gay marriage'
Some opponents of the measure sought to dispel that in the
campaign's final weeks, pointing to extensive Mormon
organizing and the staggering amount of money donated by
individual Mormons at the behest of church leaders in Salt Lake
City.
Since the measure's passage by voters last week, media outlets
reported chants of "Mormon scum" and slurs against church
founder Joseph Smith at a demonstration outside a Los
Angeles-area temple, and a church meeting-house was
vandalized. More Mormon-specific protests are in the works.
The backlash against Mormons has ignited a debate over
whether the church deserves to be singled out for what
opponents believe was a dishonest campaign or is an easy
political target as a minority religion that has taken plenty of
lumps.
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3: Schuller's son leaves Crystal Cathedral
4: Where is Christ in
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"I think it is a purely tactical reaction from those who are
supporting gay marriage because if it can be made to appear
the opposition is essentially one religion that is, frankly, an often
misunderstood religion, it's easier to make the case that the
other side is reasonable," said Michael Otterson, spokesman for
the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, or the Mormon
church.

5: 'The Shack' opens doors,
but critics call book 'scripturally
incorrect'

Proposition 8 opponents denounced vandalism and violence,
and some have spoken out against anti-Mormon rhetoric. But
they also say Mormon money funded irresponsible ads, like one
suggesting young children would be required to learn about
homosexuality in schools.

6: Saddleback founder Warren
driven to expand his reach

"I don't think the Mormon church stepped outside the
boundaries available to any faith community that wants to get
organized on values they hold dear," said Lindi Ramsden, a
Unitarian minister who organized interfaith opposition to the
measure. "The part that saddens me is that money donated by
people of faith was used to finance advertising that is as close
to blatant lies as you can get."
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Mormons and blacks, who also strongly backed the measure.

Join the conversation on
religion, spirituality and
ethics here.

The Mormon church's Proposition 8 efforts represent its
strongest push into politics since it opposed the Equal Right
Amendment in the 1970s.

And catch up on
interesting news with USA
TODAY's
Cathy Lynn Grossman.

The church believes traditional marriage is best for society.
Heterosexual marriage is also central to Mormon theology;
Mormons believe their marriages are keys to eternal life.

In June, the LDS First Presidency, its highest governing body,
announced its support for Proposition 8 in a letter read at every
congregation. Members were asked to donate their "means and
time" to the effort to undo a May court decision that legalized gay marriage in California and opened the door for
18,000 same-gender couples to wed in the past four months.
One factor in Mormons becoming an opposition target was Mormonsfor8.com, a website founded by Nadine
Hansen, a 61-year-old semiretired lawyer from Cedar City, Utah.
Because the church itself did not donate money to the campaign, Hansen sought to identify Mormon donors of
$1,000 or more, matching campaign records to tips from site visitors and church members and what she and
others uncovered with search engines.
The site attributes $15 million in donations to Mormons, or nearly half the Yes on 8 war chest in a state where
Mormons make up 2% of the population.
Originally, the site named Mormon givers, but Hansen said she changed it to include only first names and lastname initials over concerns Mormons would be hate-crime targets.
"For months, these sacred houses of worship were the precinct offices, members were called to be campaign
workers and ward lists were turned into voter rosters," Hansen said. "Basically, if the church wants to know why
Mormon sacred places are targeted, look in the mirror."
Hansen said she is a Mormon but does not attend church. Otterson, the church spokesman, said the church
recognizes freedom to demonstrate, but hopes it is in "good taste and respectful."
Some gay marriage backers in California began taking a sharper tone against Mormons in October. The liberal
group Courage Campaign organized an online petition asking LDS Church President Thomas Monson to stop
bearing false witness, among other things.
On Election Night, the group aired a controversial ad that depicted Mormon missionaries ransacking a lesbian
couple's house and destroying their marriage certificate.
"All it did was dramatize what the church wanted to do and in fact did do," said Rick Jacobs, chairman of the
Courage Campaign. He said religious bigotry was not at work.
"There is no place in America for anything but an embrace — not just tolerance — of people's religious beliefs,"
Jacobs said. "Equally, I would say great caution should be exercised when people try to restrict people's rights."
Dale Carpenter, a University of Minnesota law professor who opposed Proposition 8, said singling out the
Mormon church is wrong. He called it "selective indignation," and said some Mormons publicly opposed the
measure and others backed it for deeply held beliefs, not bigotry.
"It's especially inappropriate to target the physical buildings — the places of worship themselves — because that
invites the kind of religious intolerance we have suffered too much of in the history of this country," Carpenter
said.
Roman Catholic Bishop William Weigand of Sacramento also defended Mormons, calling the backlash "serious
religious bigotry."
Gay-marriage backers "look at this whole thing as a discrimination issue. And they're giving the same, in a sense,
to Mormons and other religious people," Weigand said in an interview.
Protests also have been staged at a Catholic cathedral and an Orange County megachurch led by pastor and
best-selling author Rick Warren, who endorsed Proposition 8.
But if anything, gay-rights activists are intensifying their focus on the Mormon church. Building on protests at LDS
temples in California and Salt Lake City in the past week, they went on to plan a demonstration Wednesday night
at the church's temple in Manhattan.
Gay rights activists have proposed tourism boycotts in Utah and challenges to the church's tax exempt status. For
every $5 the Los Angeles Gay and Lesbian Center raises to fight the gay-marriage ban, the group promises to
send a postcard to Monson, the church president.
"They weren't the only conservative sort of extremist anti-gay religious group that got involved in the campaign,"
said Lorri L. Jean, the center's chief executive officer. "But nobody did what they did."
Some Mormon scholars believe more is at work than anger against Mormons flexing financial and organizational
muscle. Armand Mauss, a retired Washington State University sociologist, said the campaign laid bare a "latent
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Anti-Mormon rhetoric is politically safe because Mormons remain a relatively small minority and "have never been
completely assimilated as 'normal Americans' to completely live down the image of 'weirdness' inherited from the
19th century," Mauss said in an e-mail.
The evangelical mantra that Mormons aren't Christian — as well as this year's raid in Texas of a polygamist sect,
a group not always distinguished from mainstream Mormonism — feeds into that, he said.
Richard Davis, a political science professor at church-owned Brigham Young University, said intolerance of
Mormons extends from the secular left to the religious right. Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney's
Mormonism was attacked by some evangelicals — Mormon allies on Proposition 8.
"That's where the LDS church is right now," Davis said, "despite years of efforts to improve the image of the
church."
Copyright 2008 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast,
rewritten or redistributed.
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On Prop 8–Who Owns the Hate?
November 7, 2008 at 6:29 pm (politics, proposition 8)
Tags: graffiti, hate, intolerance, L.A. Temple, L.A.Temple Protest, LDS, love, mormon,
orangevale, photos, proposition 8, rage, temple, tolerance
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Stand for Marriage!

Religious Hate Turns to Vandalism
Rage and Intolerance Against the LDS Church Continues
KFBK in Sacramento is reporting that A Mormon church in Orangevale has
become the target of vandals apparently upset over the passing of Proposition
8. At around 1:40 p.m. Friday, vandals spray painted “No on Prop 8″ onto the
outside of the church located at 7950 Hazel Avenue.

Vandals Target Mormon Church In Orangevale
ORANGEVALE (CBS13) ― A Mormon church in Orangevale has become the target
of vandals apparently upset over the passing of Proposition 8.
At around 1:40 p.m. Friday, vandals spray painted “No on Prop 8″ onto the
outside of the church located at 7950 Hazel Avenue, according to LDS church
officials.
The church issued the following statement in regards to the vandalism:
“It is evident that the election results for the constitutional marriage amendment
will not mean an end to the debate over same-sex marriage in this state, or our
country. Such an emotionally charged issue concerning the most personal and
cherished aspects of life – family, identity, intimacy and equality – stirs fervent
and deep feelings. We hope that now and in the future all parties involved in
this issue will act in a spirit of mutual respect and civility toward those with a
different position. No one on either side of the question should be vilified or
intimidated and we would ask that private property and our sacred chapels be
respected.”

Follow Me on Twitter

Rioters Graffiti LDS Temple
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“I am only one, but I am one. I
can't do everything, but I can do
something. The something I
ought to do, I can do. And by the
grace of God, I will.”
--- Edward Everett Hale
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Prop. 8 Protesters Besiege L.A. Mormon Temple
By Kathleen Gilbert
LOS ANGELES, November 7, 2008 (LifeSiteNews.com) – Same-sex
“marriage” supporters took to the streets of LA Thursday and swarmed
around the gates of the Mormon Temple in Westwood, where they waved
signs and shouted threats at the church establishment for its role in the
success of Proposition 8, the true marriage ballot initiative.
Hundreds of protesters, bearings signs with such messages as “Don’t
teach hate!” and “Mormons have 10 wives – I can’t have one?” chanted in
front of the temple and scrawled graffiti on its gates.
“Tax the Mormon Church!” one protester chanted. “How dare they legislate
against love!” another shouted to an AP camera.

What the protesters do not and cannot
understand is that the churches stance on this
issue is unequivocal, and will never ever
change. Many of the blogs are suggesting that
protest, and public opinion will cause the
Church to eventually lift the sanctions on
homosexuality, and change Church policy. Not
only is the intolerance remarkably hypocritical,
but the semi-terrorist activities, harassment,
and active trespassing & vandalism revealing
the true colors of the protesters.
The following information is from a letter I
received. The account was originally posted
here:
Dear Friends,
It’s getting ugly in LA. Hopefully it will die
down in a few days, but for now it’s ugly. I
received the following from a good friend who just got back from the LA temple
grounds:
I was there…crazy…after i asked a cop if i could take down the mean
signs…and he said he wouldn’t stop me….i went about tearing signs
down off the temple fence and got harassed for it…and two people tried
to grab them out of my hands …they kept blocking my path…trying to
get me to stop pulling their hate posters down….one even physically put
their hand on me to stop me…i finally dropped the signs and walked
away….. they also put graffiti on the outside temple fence walls…they
wouldn’t let people drive out of the temple parking lot….they yelled,
waved signs….flipped off the temple….sat in the middle of the road and
wouldn’t let cars go by…..i can’t believe this!!! it started at 2 pm today…
i didn’t get there til about 7 pm…but when i left around 11 pm… they
were still going….a fight broke out between a Tongan girl and a no on
prop 8 person…then the Tongan Mormons jumped in to protect her…..a
girl got her nose bashed it….unfortunately i missed this part because i
was running around the other side of the temple looking for my
friend….after the people wouldn’t leave me alone….no worries…I’m
home safe….please pray for these people..they need help! sorry for all
the rambles…just a little fired up…
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Please pray for the members in California, and for the temples there.
Threats are being made against both.
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